COBRA SPX 6655

The 15 band Cobra SPX 6655 Total protection Ultra Maximum performance, Radar Detector detects all North American radar/laser guns and alerts you to the presence of VG-2, Spectre I radar detector detectors, POP radar detection and Safety Alert traffic warning system bulletins. The detector features the IntelliShield false signal rejection to help prevent false alerts. 360° detection of radar and laser signals around the vehicle. OLED display. Voice alerts.

Features and Benefits
- Alerts you to the presence of VG-2 and Spectre I radar detector detectors
- Includes a power cord and a windshield mount
- EasySet programming menu for a convenient setup
- Comprehensive warning system uses 360° detection and alerts you to the presence of all North American radar and laser guns and safety signals
- Auto Shutdown and Alert in the presence of a Radar detection detector to prevent trouble in VA or Washington DC
- Safety Alert traffic warning system
- IntelliShield false signal rejection to help prevent false alerts
- Voice alerts announce the signal being detected, so you don't have to take your eyes off the road to view the display
- POP mode radar gun detection alerts you to the use of POP mode (super-fast instant-on mode) radar guns
- OLED display to provide alerts

Detection: K Band, Ka Band, Ka Superwide Band, Ku Band, Laser, POP Detection, Spectre Protection, VG-2 Protection, VG-3 Protection, X Band, KA POP Band

What's in the Box
- Windshield mount
- Cobra SPX 6655 Radar Detector
- Power Cord